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The dorsal pulvinar is a thalamic nucleus
that remains poorly understood despite
being the subject of many studies. Inputs
from the superior colliculus (Benevento
and Standage, 1983) and reciprocal con-
nections with parietal (Hardy and Lynch,
1992; Gutierrez et al., 2000) and prefron-
tal (Ma et al., 1998; Gutierrez et al., 2000)
cortices provide the pulvinar with the an-
atomical connectivity needed to influence
visually guided behavior. Dorsal pulvinar
neurons have large contralateral visual re-
ceptive fields and show saccade-related
activation (Petersen et al., 1985). A role in
visual attention and modulation of corti-
cal activity has also been suggested for
dorsal pulvinar (Olshausen et al., 1993;
Buschman and Kastner, 2015), but the
complex response patterns of pulvinar
neurons have made it difficult to confirm
their function and network dynamics.

Perturbation of neural activity is a use-
ful tool for exploring the functions of var-
ious brain regions, including the pulvinar.
Indeed, inactivation studies have pro-
vided some insights into pulvinar func-

tion, indicating that the nucleus might be
involved in identifying action-relevant
stimuli, allocating or maintaining spatial
attention, and initiating directed move-
ments. Unilateral inactivation of the
dorsal pulvinar results in spatial neglect,
contralesional saccadic slowing, a bias to-
ward choosing ipsilesional targets, and
impaired saccadic and manual motor
control (Petersen et al., 1987; Wilke et al.,
2010, 2013), whereas injections of the
GABA receptor antagonist bicuculline
result in saccadic response time effects
consistent with enhanced attentional ori-
entation toward the contralateral visual
field (Petersen et al., 1987). However,
these studies are limited by the timescale
of pharmacological perturbation. More
nuanced conclusions might be drawn
using temporally and spatially more selec-
tive techniques, such as electrical stimula-
tion or optogenetic approaches.

To gain such insight into pulvinar
function, Dominguez-Vargas et al. (2017)
applied unilateral electrical stimulation
to the dorsal pulvinar of two macaques
while they performed fixation and saccade
tasks. During the fixation task, stimula-
tion applied 500 ms after fixation was ac-
quired, evoked short eye movements
toward the contralateral visual field in one
monkey at high stimulation currents.

Dominguez-Vargas et al. (2017) next
applied stimulation during a visually
guided saccade task in which monkeys

were shown one or two targets and were
rewarded for making a saccade to either
target. Stimulation was applied at seven
200 ms time windows between 120 ms be-
fore and 120 ms after cue onset. In this
task, early electrical stimulation, which
overlapped with the fixation period, de-
creased reaction times toward ipsilateral
targets and created an ipsilateral choice
bias. Notably, stimulation during fixation
increased ipsilateral responses in the saccade
task but evoked contralateral responses in
the fixation task. However, electrical stimu-
lation commencing after the appearance of
visual targets generated a contralateral bias
and delayed the onset of saccades into both
hemifields with stronger effects on ipsilat-
eral saccades.

To distinguish effects on visual and
motor processing, Dominguez-Vargas et
al. (2017) used a memory-guided saccade
task, in which monkeys had to maintain
fixation for a delay period after a target or
targets were presented, and then make a
saccade when a “go” cue was presented.
Stimulation was applied for 200 ms in four
time windows, 80 ms before or after presen-
tation of the visual target or “go” cue. When
stimulation was applied around target
presentation during fixation, the only sig-
nificant effect was to increase premature ip-
silateral saccades, again contrasting with the
effect of stimulation in the fixation task. As
in the visually guided task, stimulation just
before the “go” cue sped ipsilateral and
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slowed contralateral saccade onset, whereas
stimulation after the “go” cue delayed all
saccades. However, there was no effect on
target choice.

Whereas results from previous phar-
macological studies implied that the pulv-
inar may control “contralateral drive,”
this study suggests that the pulvinar plays
a more nuanced role. Stimulation after
the “go” cue delayed even contralateral
saccades and stimulation before the “go”
cue produced an ipsilateral bias, in
contrast to pharmacological results. Addi-
tionally, when visual processing and
motor execution were temporally dissoci-
ated, the choice bias observed in the visu-
ally guided task could not be reproduced
by perturbing either process alone. This
may indicate that behavioral effects of
pulvinar stimulation depend either on the
concurrence of visual processing and mo-
tor planning, or on the perturbation of
both processes independent of their tem-
poral relationship.

One technical concern with any exper-
iment using electrical stimulation is that
effects may be influenced by current spill-
over into neighboring regions. The bra-
chium of the superior colliculus, a bundle
of fibers to and from the superior collicu-
lus, runs along the edge of the targeted
region and might have been activated by
pulvinar stimulation. This is of particular
concern as past studies have found that
effects that initially appeared to be due to
pulvinar lesions indeed depended only on
the fibers of passage in the brachium
(Bender, 1988). Even at low currents,
stimulation of the superior colliculus
evokes contralateral saccades (Schlag et
al., 1998). Lesions of the brachium cause
contralateral slowing and an ipsilateral
fixation offset (Sprague and Meikle, 1965;
van Koningsbruggen et al., 2017). These
results suggest that stimulation of the
brachium could produce effects like those
seen in the current study. However,
Dominguez-Vargas et al. (2017) used
magnetic resonance imaging guidance to
keep the electrode within pulvinar, and
did not stimulate within 1 mm of the bra-
chium, ensuring that the primary site of
stimulation was always the pulvinar itself.

Dominguez-Vargas et al. (2017) sug-
gest several possible interpretations for
the time-dependent effects of electrical
stimulation, including that stimulation
might have affected a mixed population of
contralateral saccade-related neurons and
fixation-related or hold neurons. Stimula-
tion during fixation would offset the
monkey’s gaze contralaterally, as indi-
cated by the increase in contralateral fixa-

tion breaks. To maintain fixation, the
monkey must compensate for this. If this
compensation were to outlast the stimula-
tion, it would potentiate ipsilateral re-
sponses, making them faster and more
prevalent in the choice task. When stimu-
lation occurs closer to saccade onset, on
the other hand, the monkey would not
have an opportunity to compensate be-
fore being prompted to respond, and the
stimulation of contralateral-preferring
neurons would favor contralateral re-
sponses, making them faster and more
prevalent than ipsilateral responses. If
stimulation also activated a population of
fixation neurons, the initiation of any
saccade would be delayed relative to the
unstimulated case; and because of the
contralateral drive described above, de-
lays would be greater on ipsilateral sac-
cades, as observed by Dominguez-Vargas
et al. (2017).

Another related explanation for the
time-dependent effects of electrical stim-
ulation is that the pulvinar may carry an-
ticipatory signals, as previously observed
in a possible homologous region in the rat
(Komura et al., 2001). In the memory-
guided task of the current study, the firing
rates of a subpopulation of pulvinar neu-
rons increase after the presentation of a
contralateral target, whereas they decrease
for ipsilateral targets. During the follow-
ing delay period, these deviations decay,
returning to their common baseline at the
time when the “go” cue is expected. This
activity could represent a hold signal,
which inhibits movement and decreases
in anticipation of the saccade. Thus, if
stimulation is applied early during an ip-
silateral trial, firing rates are increased
toward baseline, facilitating ipsilateral re-
sponses as observed. In contralateral tri-
als, on the other hand, early stimulation
would push firing rates further away from
baseline, delaying the return to baseline
and slowing responses. In contrast, if
stimulation is applied later during either
trial type, activity would normally be close
to baseline and stimulation would push
firing beyond target rates, resulting in the
observed response delays.

The latter explanation is not unlike
the one offered by Dominguez-Vargas et
al. (2017). Both suggest that, as well as
representing contralateral targets, some
pulvinar neurons provide a hold signal,
whether by maintaining fixation directly
or preventing premature saccades. On a
circuit level, this could be implemented
through competition between pulvinar
populations that represent current and

potential future gaze positions. The effects
of stimulation could be explained if this
competition needed to be reconciled be-
fore saccades can be initiated. In an only
weakly retinotopic region like the dorsal
pulvinar, electrical stimulation activates
neurons with a variety of spatial prefer-
ences. This activity would interact com-
petitively with the activity representing
the planned saccade, delaying responses
compared with the unstimulated case. If
conflicts represented within the same
neural structure were more quickly re-
solved, such local interactions could also
explain why stimulation effects on reac-
tion time were weaker for contralateral
saccades, when saccade preparation and
electrical stimulation occurred in the
same hemisphere. The offset of stimula-
tion would remove the source of conflict
between target- and stimulation-induced
neural activity; and indeed, a significant
proportion of saccades, especially ipsilat-
eral ones, was delayed until after the offset
of stimulation.

Overall, Dominguez-Vargas et al.
(2017) showed that the influence of elec-
trical stimulation on the dorsal pulvinar
was highly time-dependent, resulting in
opposite effects on target choice and re-
sponse time, depending on whether stim-
ulation was applied during fixation or
close to saccade initiation. Delays in both
ipsilateral and contralateral saccades in-
duced by stimulation around saccade ini-
tiation indicate that stimulation does not
merely act as “added contralateral drive,”
expanding on the results of previous phar-
macological studies. The effects of stimula-
tion rather suggest that pulvinar dynamics
play a role in providing a competitive con-
trol mechanism for maintaining and shift-
ing gaze.
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